UKALL14
A randomized trial for adults with newly diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukaemia
PATIENT SCREENING LOG INSTRUCTIONS
When do I start using the screening Log?
Please begin using the screening log as soon as possible after site activation.
Which patients should I include on the Screening Log?
All patients identified with newly diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukaemia.
Maintenance of the screening Log.
It is important that completion of this log is undertaken on an ongoing basis rather than retrospectively. It is
suggested that potential patients are assessed from clinic lists and at MDT meetings.
What do I do with the logs?
Logs should be faxed/sent to UCL CTC when requested (020 7679 9861). Logs can also be used at regular in-house
meetings to discuss missed patients and methods to increase accrual.
How do I complete the logs?
Date of screen, patient initials, gender and age should be recorded on the log.
Please identify in the relevant boxes if the patient was considered for the trial, approached for the trial, and
entered onto the trial by answering Yes or No.
Where the answer is No for any of these points, please use the codes below to indicate the reason why. If the
reason does not fit into one of the categories provided, please enter ‘8’ and specify the reason in the comments
section.
If the patient is not going to participate in the trial, please indicate the allocated treatment in ‘Treatment Given’
box.
Who should I call if I have any questions or problems?
For further information, please contact the UKALL14 Trial Coordinator at the Cancer Trials Centre on 0207 679
9860.

CODES for ‘Reason for Exclusion’
Patient Refusal
1. Potential side effects
2. Other (record reason in comments)
Protocol Exclusions
3. Known HIV infection
4. Pregnant or lactating women
5. Blast transformation of CML
6. Mature B-cell leukemia i.e. Burkitt‘s lymphoma t(8;14)(q24;q32) and variant c-myc translocations e.g.
t(2;8)(p12 ;q24), t(8;22)(q24;q11)
Other Exclusions
7. Geographical or logistical difficulties
8. Other (record reason in comments)
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